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Introduction - Why are we doing this? 

Refrigerator, Freezer, Cooler are;

- an appliance or compartment which is artificially kept cool and used to
store food and drink.

- Modern refrigerators generally make use of the cooling effect produced
when a volatile liquid is forced to evaporate in a sealed system



Introduction - Why are we doing this?

- We can check the performance of a refrigerator using the following 
concept

- The Relationship of Bacterial growth, temperature and energy consume.

- As the result, we can know the performance of different refregrator



Introduction - Why are we doing this?

- Bacteria grow most rapidly in the range of temperatures between 40 °F 
and 140 °F (0°C ~ 5°C), doubling in number in as little as 20 minutes.

- During our research, we collected 20 models, and we checked the
temperature of all of them and the following are the result.



Data and Analysis



Experiment (1)

- We use arduino to check the temperature and record it by data logger.

- All the data is corrected nearest integer due to some limitation

- Arduino record the temperature twice

Temperature (1) - 1 min after put into the refrigerator

Temperature (2) - 5 min after put into the refrigerator
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Introduction - What refrigerator is appropriate? 



Aim & Objective

- To help different situations where the solution may not require the latest 

technology available.

- To solve the imbalance of temperature in refrigerator. Increasing the 
quality of  food

- To save energy in a green and recycle way,



Target Audience(s)

Everyone

Lower Class Middle Class

Provide them more 
information of their 

food. Pair with the apps 
and arduino. It is easier 
to use, allowing them to 
enjoy HIGHER quality of 

food in a green way- Cheap
- Green

- Hygienic

Provide Cheap and High 
quality service, allow 

them to store the food 
in a clean and hygienic 

way



Our Product (Chemical) 

Grey Area - SiO2 (Sand) Mix with 
H2O (Water)

Purple Area - Wet Towel

Chemical Equation

SiO2 + H2O → H2SiO3

→ When water added with sand
and sunlight (Heat), It will cool



Our Product (Math)

Grey Area - Clay

- Due to clay have a high rate of transmitting

temperature, so when the sand is cooled

the temperature decrease quickly.

- The Towel prevent sunlight directly heat on the

object



Our Product (Support)

We have an apps and arduino to  pair up with our product

- Arduino will send the information to the online drive

- The Apps will gather the information and send to the user of different
warning by massage

- To provide a cleaner and convenient way for the user



Apps (Welcome Screen)

The background is aim for reminding the people

of the importance of green environment, try

to keep as green as possible and keep the world

sustainable using 4p method



Apps (Screen 2)

Many basic information can be known here, such as

temperature now and the humidity, and you

can change the temperature by adjusting the sliding

bar.



Apps (Screen 2) CON’T

The highest temperature can reach until 35 degree,

The concept of changing temperature is to add

Different amount of water into the sand



Apps (Screen 2) CON’T

Changing the temperature need TIME so

we will inform the user how long does it take by 

massage or through the apps



Massage

This message is received by the user.

This can warn the user of the temperature of 

FMS. The user might be too busy and forget to

cool down the pot, as a result a massage will be 

sent to the user.



Limitation 

1. Many of the user will concern about hygienic problem, and there are
further design which can solve this problem

Using this design and completely block the 

contact of sand and food
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